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Note :- Attempt all the questions. AII questions carry equar marks.

l. Affempt any four parts : (5x4=20)

(a) Draw the Y chart and explain the VLSI design process.

(b) Enlist the classification ofcMoS digital rogic families. why
CMOS VLSI design is beffer techniques than its counter

pams ?

(c) Explain the concept of regulariry modularity, semi custom

and full custom styles of VLSI system design.

(d) what are the various processes of cMoS fabrication ?

Illustrate the main steps in a typical n_well process.

(e) Explain the scaling down ofMos-Transistor using constant

Field Scalingand its limitation.

(0 Explain symbol, different corours and rines used for drawing

stick diagram. Draw a stick diagram of CMOS inverter.
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2. Attempt any two parts :

(a) Measured voltage and current data

given below:
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(10x2=20)

for a MOSFET are

(b)

(c)

vcs(v) vDs(v) vr"(v) Io(prA)

3 J 0 97

4 4 0 235

5 5 0 433
aJ 3 J 59

4 4 J 173

5 5 J 347

Determine the type of the device and calculate the
parameters k, Yro and 7. Assume 0. : -0.3V.
Consider a CMOS inverter circuits with the following
parameters Vro = 3.3V, yr,,: 0.6V, Vror: -0.7V,
FnCo,:60 pAlY2, Uf/L),= 8, ltpCo,= 20 1tAlyz,
(WL)e: 12. Calculate the noise margin of the circuits.

Consider a CMOS inverter, with the following device
parameters, Yoo : 5V, Vr,,: 0.8V, Vr,o = -1.0V,
lt,C o,: 50 pA/V2, FrC o,: 20 pAN2,l. : 0. Both transistor
have a channel length of L,: Lr: 7 pm. The total output
load capacitance of this circuit is C*,: 2pF, which is
independent of transistor dimensions.

(i) Determine the channel width of the nMOS and the

pMOS transistors such that the switching threshold
voltage is equal to 2.2Y and the output rise time
T*=5ns.

(iD Calculate the average propagation delay time ro.



3. Attempt any two parts : (10x2=20)

(a) Consider the logic circuit shown in Figure I with
Z-(enhancement) : lV and V-(deOletion) : -3 V and y: 0.

(i) . Determinethe logic function F

(iD Calculate WL/LL such that VOL does not exceed

0.4V. Explain the behaviour of Pass transistor in

dynamic CMOS logic implementation.

n-l

(c)

Figure I

Explain the behaviour of Pass transistor in dynamic CMOS

logic implementation. With a neat schematic diagram,

explain SR flip-flop implementation using pass transistor

logrc.

Design the circuit described by the Boolean function

(b)

Y = A.(B + C)(D + E) usingCMOS logic. Calculatethe

equivalent CMOS inverter circuit for simultaneous

switching of all inputs assuming *o [Y-l= 5 for pMOS" Lr.l

transistor and
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4. Attempt any four parts : (5x4=20)
(a) Draw a 4 x I multiplexer using Transmission Gate (TG).

(b) Enlist the classification of dynamic CMoS logic circuit and
discuss the advantage of dynamic logic circuit over static
CMOS logic circuit.

(c) Discuss the charge sharing problem in VLSI circuits.
Explain various circuit techniques used in domino CMOS
circuits for solving charge sharing problem.

Draw a neat diagram of CMOS SRAM cell and explain it.

Explain leakage currents and refresh operation in DRAM
cells.

Give a logic circuit example in which stuck-at-0 fault and
stuck-at- 1 fau It are indistingui shable.

5. Attempt any four parts : (5x4=20)

(a) Discuss the various desigr techniques involved in low power
CMOS VLSI circuits.

Write a short note on Adiabatic logic circuit.

Explain the different kinds of physical defect (faults) that
can occur on a CMOS circuits.

Define the terms Controllability and Obervability.

Discuss in briefAd-Hoc Testable design techniques.

Write a short note on Buit-in-self test (BIST) techniques.
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